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Public consultation launched
We are delighted to have launched a public consultation on our draft regional Transport
Strategy for the East.
Covering Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Southend-on-Sea and Thurrock, the strategy sets a
series of priorities for better transport for everybody living, working, and learning in the
region up to 2050.
The draft strategy, which will guide future transport investment, has been developed
through technical evidence analysis and talking with the public and our partners to make
sure it aligns with local ambitions and needs.
The public consultation is your opportunity to help us refine the Transport Strategy and
shape the future of transport in the region, and we are encouraging everyone to take part
by completing our online survey. The online consultation will close on Sunday, 30 January
2022.
It also includes questions about our Investment and Delivery Programme – an evolving
programme of schemes which will set out our investment priorities to Government.
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A virtual exhibition and other consultation materials summarising our Transport Strategy
and Investment and Delivery Programme are available on our website.

Have your say on our draft Transport Strategy

Explore Transport Strategy through our virtual exhibition
The best way to find out more about our Transport Strategy is by visiting out virtual exhibition.
The exhibition contains all the information and materials you would expect to find at a traditional
consultation event. It is accessible at any time of the day, so you can visit at a time to best suit
you.
Clear instructions are available to help you navigate your way around the virtual room and view
the information.
If you would prefer to read a document setting out the proposed strategy, we have also created a
consultation brochure and easy read brochure.

Visit our virtual exhibition
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Ask your questions at upcoming consultation events
We are hosting two online consultation events to give you an opportunity to find out more
about our draft Transport Strategy and ask any questions.
The events will be video call-style live webcasts on Microsoft Teams and will include a
short presentation, followed by a question and answer session, where you will be able to
submit written questions which will be answered by our team live.
Anyone can attend and you can join via the Microsoft Teams app, online or by phone, but
attendees will not be able to use their microphones or web cameras.
The events are taking place on the following dates:



Tuesday 14 December 2021 – 2pm - 3.30pm
Tuesday 11 January 2022 – 7pm - 8.30pm

Instructions about how to join the webcast events, including joining links, are available on
our website.

Join our online consultation events

You are receiving this as a stakeholder of Transport East. To sign up to regular updates from Transport East visit Contact - Transport East

The information contained in this email or any of its attachments may be privileged or confidential
and is intended for the exclusive use of the addressee. Any unauthorised use may be unlawful. If
you receive this email by mistake, please advise the sender immediately by using the reply facility
in your email software.
The Council reserves the right to monitor, record and retain any incoming and outgoing emails for
security reasons and for monitoring internal compliance with our policy on staff use. Email
monitoring and/or blocking software may be used and email content may be read.
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For information about what we do with personal data see our privacy notice
https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/about/privacy-notice/
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